
REMARKABLE WOMAN

Susan O'Halloran, 
storyteller with purpose

She uses stories 
to illuminate 
racism in the 
past and, 
hopefully, bridge 
racial divides in 
the future

"There's an old Chinese 
story with a refrain that 
goes, 'It was the worst 
thing that happened. No, 
it was the best thing that 
happened,'" Susan 
O'Halloran says. "I can 
look back at my life and 
see how, with every 
setback, there were gifts 
involved. So no matter 
how challenging 
something is, as I'm 
going through it I can 
look for what I can learn 
from it and where the 
gifts are." 
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Susan O'Halloran writes about searching as a child for "models of 

whiteness to be proud of."

She was an Irish-Catholic kid growing up in the '50s and '60s on 

Chicago's vehemently segregated Southwest Side. She recalls her 

neighbors and relatives reacting to Martin Luther King Jr.'s 

assassination by calling to one another: "Did you hear the good news? 

They finally got him!"

As a child, she didn't know what to make of this dissonance. How 

could these loving, kind people — who raised each other's children and 

laid concrete for each other's driveways and showed such generosity of 

spirit — harbor the hate and racism they gave voice to night after night 

on their front stoops?

As an adult, she set out to make sense of this divide and, with equal 

devotion, bridge it.

O'Halloran, 63, who lives in Evanston, leads diversity workshops at 

Fortune 500 Companies, business schools, grade schools and for a 

variety of other organizations and groups. She performs on stages and 

at festivals, telling stories — her stories, other people's stories — that 

enlighten us, teach us and, hopefully, change us.

"Stories put you in the moment," she says. "(They) let you see the 

world through someone else's eyes."

"Dividing Lines: The Education of a Chicago White Girl in 10 Rounds" 

is a particularly rich, funny, brave tale about her racial awakening, 

initiated largely by the nuns at St. Thomas More grade school, who 

introduced her to brown and black kids and gave her books like "Soul 

Sister," Grace Halsell's groundbreaking 1969 book about a white 



woman who disguised herself as a black woman and immersed herself 

in black America.

"Racism stops us from thinking," she says. "I love telling my race-

bridging stories and giving people the answers they need so they can 

think again."

Following is an edited version of our conversation.

Q: Other people's stories played a big role in your 

intellectual and emotional education. Did that draw Is that 

partly what drew you to tell stories?

A: I don't think I yet knew I wanted to be a writer, but the books and 

other things I read certainly had a huge effect on me. "Soul Sister," 

when I read that and understood why this woman, when she was 

almost raped, didn't go tell the police, and how she didn't expect to be 

believed (because) it was her word against this wealthy white man … 

that was a shock. To see the world through somebody else's eyes. I 

remember reading Richard Wright and Malcolm X and James 

Baldwin. I remember … making a column: Here's what I hear in my 

neighborhood. Here's what I understand from reading these books. 

Here's the white view, and here's the black view. And I'm still doing 

that, right?

Q: Do you have a favorite story to tell?

A: It depends on the day and the audience and my mood. I always love 

telling "The Garbage Story" (in which O'Halloran tackles the politics of 

garbage pickup in the city's neighborhoods during the '60s). When I 

tell the stories and I give the historical context that so few of us have, 



there's not only this light-bulb moment, there's also this relief. This 

sense of, "I knew there was some reason it was the way it was."

Q: Do you weave current events into your workteachings?

A: I'm very active on social media, so I'm always relating to today's 

news. And the beauty of story is that you take time to reflect; you 

aren't always reacting. In some situations it's important not to talk 

about the hot issue of the day because, again, we might not have all the 

information, and it can be divisive. Hot topics might make good TV, 

but if your purpose is to help people listen to each other and to tap 

into the wisdom of the group, there are ways to structure these 

conversations where everyone feels valued and heard.

Q: What makes you feelAre you hopeful about how the way 

we relate to each other in 2013?

A: My diversity seminars give me great hope. People come really 

wanting to learn about other people. I feel people's good-heartedness. 

We have been so miseducated about each other that I love seeing 

people learn the truth about each other.

Q: What discourages you?

A: We just understand so little about how history is still impacting us. 

I don't even think we understand the truth about the United States. 

For all its wonderfulness, it started with insiders and outsiders, and 

everything follows from that. We're just at the beginning of knowing 

what our full humanity could look like.

Q: Do you ever receive pushback from people who think it's 

odd for a white woman to lead discussions about diversity?



A: Rarely. I say and think, "Who else should be doing this work?" Isn't 

it wonderful and important for men to stand up for women? The 

physically abled to stand up for the physically challenged? And so on? 

Not as an "isn't that nice" kind of thing, but because it's necessary. I 

don't get to live in the kind of world I want to live in if any one of my 

brothers or sisters is treated unfairly.

Q: What's your mantra?

A: "We are one." I do think we are one family — similar and also very 

different — but I do feel that other people are my brothers and sisters. 

It's a nice way to go through life.

Susan O'Halloran will host an online storytelling festival, "Stories Connect Us 

All," Oct. 9 to 11through Facebook (facebook.com/storiesconnectusall). (Some 

links will become operable closer to the launch date.) More than 40 professional 

storytellers are scheduled to take part, and participants around the world can 

comment, ask questions and share their own stories.
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